Background
Rossel Island (154.14 E, 11.22 S), lying c. 450 km offshore to the east from New
Guinea is the easternm ost landfall o f the Louiseade archipelago. It is a 'high' is land, roughly equidistant between the Solom ons and New Guinea, and belongs territorially to Papua New Guinea, although there is little commerce with the mainland. Four thousand souls live on Rossel, all prim arily (or only) speakers of Yeli Dnye, a so-called 'Papuan (i.e. non-Austronesian) language. The language is an isolate, with no known connections to any other extant language (various speculations by Wurm 1982 and others notwithstanding) . Latest bioinformatic m ethods applied to structural properties still leave the matter unresolved (Dunn et al. 2005) . Earlier m aterials are confined to a sketch gram m ar detailing phonolo gy and verbal inflection and a 3000 word dictionary (Henderson 1995 , Henderson Sc Henderson 1999 , but a full gram m ar and many detailed papers have been pre pared by the present author (see references in the bibliography).
The language has m any unusual properties. It has a huge phoneme inventory (90 phonemes by traditional criteria), with som e segments unique to phonetic science (M addieson & Levinson, in prep.) . Verb agreement is exhibited through (a) an im m ense arrays o f proclitics (over 1000), which are portm anteau m orphs expressing negation, tense, aspect, person/num ber o f subject, deixis, evidentiality, associated m otion, counterfactuality -potentially all in one monosyllable, (b) a somewhat smaller set o f enclitics which code for both subject and object prop erties, transitivity, and all the tense/aspect/person/num ber features, but using a classification which cross-cuts the proclitic categories. One aspect o f this cross classification, relevant below, is the collapse o f the 9 person/num ber categories o f the proclitics into 2 categories for m ost o f the enclitics: Relevant for the present topic is the fact that the language is strongly ergative.
Noun phrases are case-m arked on an ergative-absolutive basis (the absolutive be ing unm arked), and there is a full range o f other cases, including an experiencer case. All NPs, including pronominals, can be ergative case-marked, and only personal pronouns (not e.g. relative pronouns or W h-pronouns) can in certain circum stances be subjects o f transitive clauses and unm arked as ergative. While the agreement proclitics on the verb are 'nominative in character, in the sense that they are indifferent to transitive vs. intransitive subjects, there are partially redundant enclitics on the verb that treat subjects o f transitive vs. intransitive clauses entirely differently -they look m ore ergative in character (see Levinson, in prep. a) . M any aspects o f the gram m ar -e.g. argument structure alternations, nom inalisations, quantifier floating -hinge on the distinction between ergative vs. absolutive noun phrases, and in this sense the language can be said to be syn tactically ergative (Levinson, in prep. a This construction contrasts with the corresponding reciprocal pronoun con structions (specifically the numo subconstruction, described below) in sys tem atic ways. The subject o f reflexives is in ergative case, while that o f the corresponding reciprocal m ust be in the absolutive (unm arked) case; the reflex ive pronoun has nine variants for person/num ber, while the reciprocal pronoun is indeclinable; the reflexive pronoun acts like a norm al O -argum ent in absolu tive case, while the reciprocal pronoun is obligatorily incorporated. (The one thing they have in com m on is that agreem ent m arked in transitive enclitics is neutralised to 3rd person object regardless o f actual subject person, but this is optional for reflexives and obligatory for reciprocals). Moreover, there does not seem to be any sem antic overlap which would allow the sam e scene to be coded either reflexively or reciprocally.
Reciprocal coding
Reciprocal events are coded using one o f the constructions in the following table, each o f which is explained in one o f the following sections. As mentioned, the numo and noko subconstructions are treated as subtypes o f a single m ajor dedi cated reciprocal construction, somewhat sim ilar to each other constructions in 1. The reflexive pronoun is never directly case-marked. It can occur in the subject position of e.g. nominal clauses, and it can occur coreferential with an explicit object -the complexities lie beyond the current essay (see Levinson, in prep. b) .
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English. However, the constructional details o f the two variants are sufficiently specialised to warrant separate description below To sum m arise, here is how to cook the numo subconstruction:
1. Encode the A-argument in absolutive case;
2. Add numo inside the verbal proclitics in the slot reserved for incorporated objects;
3. If the aspect is punctual, make the verbal enclitic inflect like a transitive -but use deviant agreement in the verbal enclitic, which m ust code as if for a 3rd
person object and as if for a M onofocal Subject, as appropriate for the tense; 4. I f the aspect is continuous, make the verb intransitive -use the dual or plural verbal enclitic appropriate to the actual subject num ber (dual, plural) and the tense.
Thus, only verbs in the continuous aspect trigger the full marking o f intransitivity, as in Table 3 : A point worth em phasing is that, although the fully intransitivising pattern in the continuous aspect is parallel to other cases o f object incorporation, the punctual pattern is entirely unique to this construction: there are no other con structions in the language where an incorporated object triggers transitive en clitics, and no other cases where the agreem ent system is system atically shifted to the singular (M onofocal) for a necessarily plural subject. That m akes it a unique subconstruction.
2.2
The noko subcon struction -reciprocals in oblique an d p ossessive position s Just like the English reciprocal each other, the Yell Dnye reciprocal pronoun can occur outside the object slot o f a transitive verb, in oblique adjuncts and p osses sive phrases (cf. They bumped against each other, They like each other' s friends). In these other slots, the reciprocal pronoun is liberated from the special construc tional correlates seen in the prior section.
I will call this variant o f the reciprocal pronoun construction the noko sub construction, after its typical exponent element, noko, which is the sam e recipro cal pronoun as in the prior section, but here in dative/allative form (it is possible to substitute this suppletive dative form with the non-suppletive numo ka, 'to each oth er). Unlike the numo subconstruction, the noko subconstruction has no con straints on the subject, which can be ergative or absolutive, or on the verb which can be transitive or intransitive, or on the inflectional system which just agrees as usual (with a wrinkle mentioned below). Noko or its equivalents can occur wherever a pronoun can occur in oblique or possessive phrases (even, it seems, when not bound by a higher NP). Unlike alm ost every other pronoun in the lan guage,5 which has its own nine-cell paradigm (3 persons, singular/dual/plural), There is a distinct subtype o f no/co-construction which involves the reciprocal pronoun acting as the possessor o f a core, non-oblique argument: Notice that this contrasts with possessives inside som etim es covert oblique phras es as in (7b), and that the fact that the head noun is not the reciprocal blocks the incorporated nwmo-construction. Numo here is a mere possessive modifier within an NP.
Although the noko-construction as a whole seem s familiar enough from its English counterpart (a sim ilar invariant reciprocal pronoun o f fairly free Thus there is som ething quite system atic in this 3rd person agreement with reciprocals.
6. The verb forms y:oo and y.ee are the same verb -the forms alternate according to whether there is a non-zero enclitic (followed form) or a zero one (non-followed form).
2.3
The p eriph rastic w oni... woni con struction
There is a totally unrelated construction that can have a systematic reciprocal in terpretation. This is based on the pronoun woni: a sequence woni... woni has the interpretation 'the one ... the other:
That m an the.one e r g th e.other 3Im m Past+CLO SE hug 'The on e m an h u gged the other.'
When however two such woni...woni sequences occur they have an unam bigu ously reciprocal interpretation:
the.other e r g the.one also.3ImmPast hug 'The one manx hugged the other2, and also the other2 hugged the one/ (i.e. They hugged each other one by one)
The woni...woni construction seem s to be used, in preference to the numo or What one might expect is that the less prototypical or more m arginal a reciprocal scene is, the less likely it is to receive a core reciprocal construction. Twelve scenes were described without using one o f our three reciprocal constructions, i.e. in non-reciprocal terms. O f these, 9 scenes had indeed no reciprocation o f actions, two were melee, and one involved sequential chaining without reciprocation. It is clear in all these cases why a reciprocal was avoided: for example in one o f the melee scenes (scene 32) a single girl gives to each o f three other girls a present and gets one from each in exchange -this could not be coded accurately using one reciprocal clause, it would take three.
Similarly, the periphrastic woni...woni construction might have been expect ed on Gricean grounds to pick up less stereotypical reciprocal scenarios. There were just six usages -four o f them were indeed on sequential or delayed recipro cal actions (scene 2, 22, 46, 58), but two (scenes 41, 54) were prototypical sim ul taneous acts o f giving or slapping between two protagonists.9
At the other end o f the constructional range, it m ight be expected that the incorporated numo subconstruction might be more restricted in use than the oblique noko subconstruction, since incorporation often carries stereotypical connotations. There were fourteen uses o f the numo subconstruction, and of these five (scenes 23, 42, 44, 48, 64) lacked sim ultaneous pairwise reciprocation.
O f these five, three scenes involved hitting, o f which two involved non-simultaneous reciprocation o f action, while one scene (48) involved non-reciprocation (a chain o f actors, with the first hitting the second, the second the third, etc.).
Scene 23 involved one active hugging participant and one passive -this was de scribed using the strong reciprocal by other consultants too. Scene 64 (one way chasing) shows the potentially broad application o f this construction. 9. Perhaps the prediction was wrong -the woni-woni construction is both more verbose and actually more precise than the others, which permit a greater latitude for asymmetrical event description. 
Conclusions
This language isolate clearly has two dedicated reciprocal constructions, one of which has well defined subtypes, which thus treat reciprocity as a distinct sem an tic domain, not overlapping with e.g. distributive or reflexive situations. The main construction, with its three subtypes, is built on an indeclinable reciprocal pro noun. Linguistically m ost interesting is the incorporated nwmo-subconstruction, which shows varied degrees o f intransitivisation under aspect alternation. This construction, along with a possessive reciprocal construction, seems generally restricted to prototype reciprocal scenes, even though it semantically extends to one-way actions o f giving, chasing and the like. 
